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Twenty-something years ago, 
while guiding turkey hunters in 
New Mexico’s Gila Wilderness 

I used an expensive taxidermy-
mounted hen turkey as a decoy. 

Old “Henrietta” lasted only a cou-
ple seasons before too many 

miles toted over rough coun-
try, too many attacks from 

jealous hens and aggres-
sive advances from randy 

gobblers � nally did her 
in. While she lasted, 

though, she was 
responsible for the 
undoing of many 
trophy longbeards. 
It was a revolu-
tionary concept 
for the time, as 
c o m m e r c i a l 
turkey decoys 
as we know 
them today 
simply didn’t 
exist. � e � rst 
commercial 
turkey decoys 
I remember 
were from 
Feather Flex 
and Flambeau, 
the former 
nothing more 
than cartoon-

ish foam shells, 
the latter real-

istic hard plastic 
dekes molded like 

a duck or goose 
decoy. We preferred 

the Feather Flex 
models at the time, for 

no other reason than we 
backpacked into remote 

wilderness to pursue our 
mountain Merriam’s and 

the Feather Flex products 
were easy to stash and carry; 

though lacked realism, became 
misshapen with hard use and 

proved unruly in a wind. � ey didn’t 
work as well as Henrietta but did fool 
enough seasoned gobblers that I con-
sidered them worth the extra e� ort of 

toting and deploying.
� e � rst big-game decoying, of 

any consequence, I recall was for prai-
rie pronghorn. Mel Dutton of South 
Dakota (no longer in business) broke 
that market wide open with a � at shell 
staked into the ground while bowhunt-
ers crouched behind, peering through 
a peep hole. � ey worked wonders, lur-
ing many speed goats to their end. By 
the time I got around to trying prong-
horn decoying Flambeau had intro-
duced a 2 inch thick, tri-fold, molded-
plastic model with accurate renditions 
of a small pronged buck on each side. 
Unfortunately I don’t think it’s pro-
duced any longer, as I seem to have 
misplaced mine somewhere along the 
line (borrowed and not returned, no 
doubt). 

Antelope decoying is normally 
most productive during the late-Sep-
tember/early October rut (depending 
on latitude), slipping within a couple 
hundred yards of a buck guarding a 
harem and popping the decoy into view. 
� e reaction can prove quite dramatic, 
with many bowhunters receiving shots 
more accurately measured in feet than 
yards. Interestingly, the trophy buck I 
took during New Mexico’s early August 
archery season while decoying – miss-
ing Boone & Crockett by only a couple 
inches – arrived (eventually) out of 
pure curiosity, a tense a� air involving 
a couple hours of o� ering buck snorts 
and waiting as he advanced a few steps 
at a time. I eventually pin-wheeled him 
with a 35 yard frontal shot and a 1-3/4 
inch cut Wasp mechanical. � e results 
were instantaneous and gruesome. 
� ere was no trailing involved but I 
had to toss him in a stock tank to make 
him presentable for photos.

Mel Dutton also introduced me 
to whitetail decoying, via an action-
packed video, decoying river-bottom 
whitetail into range while grunting and 
rattling. It made an impression, but 
when I gave it a try the results were less 
spectacular. In fact, it took me years to 
give deer decoys a try again after my 
� rst initial attempts. You see, my decoys 
seemed to illicit more snorting terror 
than tolled bucks. It took me years to 
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The Heads Up Tom Turkey Decoy is printed on cloth and is designed to 
be used with your own turkey fan from a previous kill. The actual fan 
is what helps bring this decoy to life. A retaining ring secures the fan in 
place even in breezy situations. The decoy is sold with an 18 inch han-
dle and a ground stake extension. The handle can also be mounted in 
the optional Heads Up Decoy Bow Mount, the same mount bowhunters 
are using with the � rm’s big game decoys for situations like antelope 
hunting. Reach Smokey Hill Hunting Products, makers of the Heads Up 
Decoy line, by calling (785) 650-4038.
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intuit what I was doing wrong, eventu-
ally using decoys in de� ection schemes 
instead of straight-forward attraction. 
� e trick is to place your decoy well 
upwind of your stand position, say 200 
to 300 yards, just at the edge of a � eld 
or old logging road where it can be 
seen easily, keeping the darn thing as 
scent free as is humanly possible, and 
maybe administering a judicious douse 
of buck scent. Approaching bucks spy 
the intruder and do what deer have 
been doing for eons; circle downwind 
(swinging beneath your stand if you’ve 
played it right) to scent-check the fake. 

Of course you’ll see the strik-
ing video footage of behemoth bucks 
outright attacking buck decoys, but 
you must remember these instances 
normally occur in Midwestern holy 
grounds with healthy herd dynamics 
(high buck-to-doe ratios) and an abun-
dance of older age-class bucks with 
con� dence enough to pick a � ght. It’s 
interesting to note I must take down 
my home 3-D course with approaching 
rut dates or risk � nding half my targets 
beat up and bent over, but this hap-
pens mostly under the cover of dark-
ness. In ideal habitat customers will 
want to install the plug-in antlers that 
come with most deer decoys, encour-
aging territorial tendencies and direct 
approaches. In areas where hunting 
pressure is more intense, where bucks 
seldom are allowed to grow old, and 
sex ratios are tossed out of kilter, pos-
ing the faux deer as a doe is normally 
more productive, in addition to the 
de� ection ploys already mentioned. 
� ose who deploy deer decoys regu-
larly because they simply get a kick 
out of it tell me setting a small buck 
decoy just behind a doe deke works 
especially well, with any approaching 
buck believing the upstart is getting the 
goodies and bringing him within range 
to save the perceived doe’s virtue. � is 
is also true of turkeys, by the way, and 
the reason jake decoys are popular.

Decoys also do their thing when 
the quarry is elk or moose, especially 
in conjunction with calling strategies. 
� is makes perfect sense. � ese big ani-
mals aren’t exactly inconspicuous, and 

a bull expects 
to � nd some 
visual verifi-
cation of the 
animal that 
has brought 
him clos-
er. Lacking 
that obvious 
a p p e a r a n c e 
the bull grows 
understand-
ably suspi-
cious, like 
the uneasy 
feeling you 
might expe-
rience if you 
were to hear 
someone talk-
ing to you in 
your o�  ce but 
were momen-
tarily unable 
to locate them 
because they 
were perched in the rafters above your 
desk. 

No matter what the game or the 
decoy representing it, that is what 
decoys are all about, o� ering a visual 
dimension to any bowhunt. Decoys 
serve as straight attraction, an atten-
tion-grabbing focal point or, in many 
cases, a source of distraction, allow-
ing bowhunters to more easily draw 
their bows undetected. In the case of 
turkeys, they provide all three of these 
advantages, and is the reason turkey 
decoys are always a sure bet for quick 
sales in season. Degrees of realism 
should re� ect the amount of hunting 
pressure a gobbler receives, with pho-
to-accurate, full-body fakes needed in 
hard-hunted areas. Less realistic but 
easily toted decoys should be reserved 
for remote or exclusive areas that see 
less hunter tra�  c.

Success with whitetail decoys 
is most assured in regions with the 
healthiest herd dynamics, or deployed 
by bowhunters who understand how 
to use a wary demeanor to their best 
advantage. I really believe elk decoys 
could be the next big sensation, in 

combination with calling, which many 
bowhunters seem outright addicted to, 
if bowhunters would learn to trust and 
rely on them. It only makes good sense, 
giving arriving bulls a � nishing touch, 
something to concentrate on while the 
bowhunter positions for the shot and 
gets a string tugged back. Antelope and 
moose decoys see demand only on a 
regional basis, of course, but can really 
bring a bowhunt together for those 
who are lucky enough to hunt these 
species. It’s also important to remem-
ber di� erent species key onto di� erent 
aspects of detail. With turkey it’s all 
about overall realism or speci� c pos-
ture. With deer it’s the silhouette, the 
basic shape of the familiar deer form. 
With elk it’s a matter of eye-catching 
blobs of tan, overall detail being of of 
little importance. With moose it’s all 
about the head.

More recently, decoys designed to 
aid the predator hunter have become 
all the rage. Waving furry things, quiv-
ering bunnies, deer fawns and the like 
bring varmints such as coyotes, foxes 
and bobcats, like a piece of yarn � icked 
before a housecat on the run. Coyote 

By Patrick Meitin
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decoys, like duck-hunting con� dence 
decoys such as great blue herons or 
snowy egrets, assure arriving critters all 
is safe, and also spark competition dur-
ing leaner times. � e wonderful thing 
about predator hunting, besides the 
fact it can provide wide-open action, 
thrilling challenge and gorgeous “tro-
phies” during cold winter months 
(while diminishing fawn depredation 
during spring and summer forays) is it 
extends the bowhunters’ season out-
side of traditionally scheduled events 
such as whitetail, elk or spring turkey. 
� is keeps customers happily in the 
� eld longer, and assures sales outside 
of all-too-short fall and spring seasons. 
One good way to jumpstart a predator 
business is to host a weekend varmint-
calling contest. Contestants could pool 
money into a pot, say $50 or $75 for 
each two-man team, winner take all, or 
a � rst-, second- and third-place split. 
� is costs you nothing but time and 
encourages purchases of assorted var-
mint calls and decoys. 

Turkey
Even a single hen decoy o� ers the 

bowhunter the advantage of a focal 
point that allows getting to full draw 
easier. More recently turkey hunters 
have learned multiple decoys can do 
the trick on hunter-savvy birds, the 
hen/jake pair sparking jealousy in boss 
toms. Hunters can also createa small 
� ock to give savvy gobblers the illusion 
of safety in numbers. I’ve bowhunted 
over spreads of up to six hens and a cou-
ple jakes in areas where turkey numbers 
are high. Once I lured some 50 birds 
at once on Arizona’s White Mountain 

Apache Indian 
R e s e r v a t i o n , 
completely sur-

rounding the blind for nearly half an 
hour until I was presented with a clean 
shot at the biggest Merriam’s gobbler of 
my life. � at tom wore 1-1/2 inch spurs 
and an 11-1/2 inch beard. It was quite 
the show.

� e only caution involved, is tur-
key decoys aren’t legal in all states 
due to safety concerns (Alabama for 
instance) because of fears of shotgun 
hunters stalking a deke and accidently 
shooting a hunter. 

Nearly all the major players in the 
decoy trade o� er several versions of 
the turkey decoy; from the simplest to 
the most elaborte. Some of the innova-
tions to appear in the past � ve years are 
truly remarkable; including gobblers 
with convincing fans (remember less 
dominant toms might shy away from 
gobbler decoys, jake fans with uneven 
tail feathers are more likely to bring shy 
gobblers closer), kits to attach authen-
tic fans to decoys and � ocked or photo-
realistic � nishes that make o� erings 
more lifelike, to name just a few high-
lights. Deployment stakes have also 
become more useful, allowing reli-
able anchoring in frozen or rocky soil, 
allowing decoys to move more realisti-
cally on the slightest breeze while prov-
ing quicker to engage. 

Carry-Lite 
www.carrylitedecoys.com

Carry-Lite uses the catch phrase 
“Traditions Matter” because they’ve 
been in the decoy trade as long as any-
one in the business, since 1924 in fact. 
Carry-Lite decoys are all about detailed, 
realistic and durable designs. In the 
world of turkey decoys Carry-Lite is 
represented by � ve useful designs, the 

Pretty Boy Junior Semi-Strutting Jake 
($50 MSRP) and Pretty Mama Feeding 
Hen ($35 MSRP) and Pretty Penny HD 
(contented hen, $40), Pretty Mama 
HD (feeding hen, $40) and Bob’n Tail 
Turkey HD (gobbler, $60 MSRP). � e 
biggest news here is the new HD pro-
cess, each decoy so equipped featur-
ing an extremely-realistic “skin” cre-
ated using high-de� nition technology 
with true photo realism. � e skin is 
like a heat-shrink, customized material 
that conforms to the contours of each 
decoy’s body, doesn’t re� ect sunlight 
but enhances colors and resists fading. 
Each new HD decoy includes heads 
molded from real freeze-dried turkey 
heads, the bodies made from a soft, 
pliable material for easy folding and 
transport. � e Bob’n Tail HD is a full-
strut gobbler decoy with a patented tail 
that moves in a natural, lifelike manner. 
It’s also collapsible for easy transport.

HS Strut Decoys by Delta Sports 
Products 

www.TomsLastStrut.com
HS Strut turkey decoys are highly 

realistic and lifelike. � e Hard Body 
decoys are made from rigid polycar-
bonate to retain perfect shape every 
time they are deployed and have 
exceptional paint detail coupled with 
taxidermy-style eyes. Premium Soft 
Body and Soft Body options are o� ered 
to those who need to conserve space 
while hunting bigger country. � ere are 
seven models to choose from, includ-
ing Hard Body Woody (submissive 
jake, $60 MSRP) and Jezebel (hen, $50); 
Premium Soft Body Hottie Hen (alert, 
$25), Sneaky Pete (submissive jake, 
$35) and � e Temptress (feeding hen, 
$25); and Soft Body Jimmy Jake ($18) 
and Sweet Sally (hen, $15). Obviously 
Hard Body options are the company’s 

Carry-Lite’s line of new HD decoys now include a photo-realistic 
skin stretched over the polyethylene bodies to give them more real-
ism and appeal to savvy gobblers.

HS Strut by Delta turkey decoys cover the gamut of turkey-hunt-
ing needs, from basic hens, jakes and gobbles, and more realistic 
hard-body decoys to lighter soft-body options.

We challenge you to find a more accurate arrow than the new Maxima®. With our patented
Dual Spine Weight Forward™ technology, the new Maxima® is a breakthrough in arrow design and

performance. We fuse two carbon spines into one: a stiffer back dramatically increases recovery out of 
the bow; a heavier front acts as “power steering” to guide the arrow precisely towards the target. To see 

the amazing arrow-splitting Maxima® in action, visit our website. Shoot Better. Carbon Express®.

carbonexpressarrows.com

The new Maxima®

won’t just beat 

your arrow. It’ll split

it in two.

The New Maxima® with Dual Spine Weight Forward™
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premium turkey decoys, Premium 
Soft Body Decoys o� ering exceptional 
detail in a collapsible version, the Soft 
Body line a hand-painted, economy 
option with a bit less detail for those 
on a budget or who are looking for a 
lighter decoy. 

Edge by Expedite
www.edgebyexpedite.com 

Edge by Expedite has long focused 
on movement to make its decoys more 
e� ective, in the beginning o� ering inno-
vative stake designs allowing decoys to 
move on a breeze, more recently taking 
a more proactive approach. Nothing 
says life like motion. � e Reel Turkey 
Feeding Hen ($60 MSRP) is a perfect 
example. � is simple, realistic turkey 
motion device assembles in less than 
two minutes, then allowing hunters to 
� guratively reel birds into range by use 
of a simple but innovative weighted 
“sled” system operated by pulling a 
stout cord. � e motion decoy system 
allows your customers to move the 
hen decoy along the ground in any 
direction as well as make it appear as 
if it’s feeding as it advances. It utilizes 
an EVA rubber hen decoy, skid-bar 
motion assembly and reel control with 
200 feet of braided line, plus � eld carry 
bag. 

� e Edge Down N’Dirty Hen Decoy 
($25) allows turkey hunters to pro-
duce a receptive squatting motion that 
drives gobblers wild by indicating that 
a hen’s willing and ready. � e simple, 
full-bodied hen turkey operates via an 
easy-to-use string pull. � e two-piece 
stake is spring loaded so customers can 
move the decoy up and down as many 
times as it takes to lure a gobbler within 
range. It includes 30 feet of heavy-duty 
cord wrapped around a convenient line 
caddy, the decoy itself made of light-
weight EVA rubber for easy folding and 
transportation. 

Finally, Edge is also your source for 

Renzo’s Decoys, � at, photo-realis-
tic decoys that are highly a� ord-
able, durable and easy to tote 
into the � eld. Renzo’s Backside 
Struttin’ Turkey Jake ($28), 
includes double sides printed with 
a photo of the backside of a jake 
turkey (middle tail feathers longer 
than outer), meaning approach-
ing gobblers can circle and circle 
in an attempt to meet the intruder 
eye to eye and never accomplish 
his task, providing more opportu-
nities for a clean shot. 

Flambeau Outdoors
www.� ambeauoutdoors.com

Flambeau is another longtime 
powerhouse in the decoy market, 
also o� ering one of the most extensive 
lines of turkey decoys around, from 
hard-body o� erings to Feather Flex 
foam for the highest degree of porta-
bility possible. � ere are 12 options to 
choose from to cover these disparate 
needs. 

� e Master Series, including King 
Strut and King Strut Flocked (strut-
ting gobblers, $106 and $124), Flocked 
Jester Half Strut Turkey (gobbler, 
$124), Upright Intruder Jake ($42), 
Upright Hen ($40) and Active Feeding 
Hen ($41) are some of the compa-
ny’s most realistic, including heads 
molded from real freeze-dried turkey 
heads built into a collapsible design. 
Gobbler decoys include realistic beard, 
King Strut versions have grommets for 
attaching real turkey wings for added 
realism and a spring-loaded clip on 
the rear for securing a real gobbler 
tail. � e Flocked Aggressive Jake ($46) 
and Shady Lady Flocked Turkey Decoy 
(hen, $89) – in addition to the Master 
Series Flocked Jester Half Strut Turkey 
mentioned above – include the added 
realism of “furry” � ocking added to 
polyethylene foam bodies to provide 
a higher degree of lifelike imitation. 

� e Tommy Jake Full Strut ($56) is a 
collapsible strutting gobbler decoy at a 
more a� ordable price, the original Fair 
Lady Hard Body Turkey Decoy ($38) 
is an indestructible hen made to take 
abuse. Finally, the original Feather Flex 
decoy designs I’ve used extensively in 
the past have been updated to better 
imitate life, o� ered in Turkey Hen and 
aggressive Jake options for those taking 
the path less traveled.

� e entire � ocked line is really 
the big news at Flambeau this year, 
the Flocked King Strut, Shady Lady, 
Aggressive Jake, and 3-Position Hen 
taking realism in turkey decoys to new 
levels. Flambeau says the Flocked King 
Strut is the only full-strut decoy on the 
market with this special � ber coating, 
a process creating the illusion of real 
feathers. Electrostatic � ocking elimi-
nates shine and reduces transportation 
and deployment noise, its lightweight 
and collapsible construction allowing 
it to be easily transported into the � eld. 
As mentioned, the King Strut includes 
wing-attachment grommets and tail 
fan clip. � e Flocked Shady Lady and 
3-Position Hen include three stake posi-
tions in the back allowing customers to 

Flambeau’s Master Series turkey decoys are 
extremely realistic, the perfect combination on 
hard-hunted gobblers.

The Reel Turkey Feeding Hen made by Edge takes decoying to a new level by allowing the hunter to control the decoy's movement.

also o� ering one of the most extensive � e Tommy Jake Full Strut ($56) is a 
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adjust the posture of the decoy. For 
example, the 3-Position can be stand-
ing, feeding or in the breeding position 
by simply inserting the stake end into 
various holes. � e Flocked Aggressive 
Jake includes brighter head colors 
designed to enrage any approaching 
mature gobbler. All include the Spike 
decoy stake for frozen or hard ground 
and a blaze orange carrying bag. 

Montana Decoy
www.montanadecoy.com

Montana decoys are di� erent. 
� ese photo-realistic decoys start with 
a spring-steel band, stretching durable 
polyester cloth printed with a double-
sided, photo reproduction of the target 
animal over the hoop to maintain its 
shape when deployed. A sewn-on slip 
accepts a simple stake. � e result is a 
decoy that is true to life, compact when 
stored in a twist-and-fold fashion, and 
extremely lightweight. � ey’re so easy 
to stash and carry they allow customers 
to utilize a dozen decoys in the space 
required of a single hard-body design. 
Multiple decoys also have an advan-
tage by making your spread more vis-
ible from any angle, as the � at design 
makes them essentially invisible from 
the edges (also creating the illusion of a 
shifting � ock as an approaching gobbler 
circles a position). � e Montana turkey 
� ock includes several options, includ-
ing Mr. T (strutting mature gobbler, 
$35), Punk Jake Turkey (strutting jake, 
$30), Feeding Hen ($25) and Teaser 
Hen Turkey (submissive posture, $25). 
� e newest Mr. T, like the rest of the 
� ock, includes a new High De� nition 

printing process to give these decoys 
even more realistic presentation. � e 
Mr. T option measures 2x9x9 inches 
folded, but when deployed stands a 
full 17 by 28 inches. It weighs only 10.5 
ounces.

Primos Hunting
www.primos.com 

� e guys at Primos are turkey-
hunting fanatics and this is evident in 
their extensive line of turkey decoys; 
� ve models to be exact. � e � rst in the 
line was the B-Mobile, “B” standing for 

Bob, the name given to a full-mounted 
gobbler the team once used for a decoy 
and inspiration for the decoy design. 
� e B-Mobile ($70) was designed to be 
more easily toted, including durable 
strutting, folding gobbler shell, fold-
up silk tail fan, B-Mobile Fan Holder, 
heavy-duty Ground Breaker Decoy 
Stake and carrying bag. Newer to the 
line, the Killer B ($90) is an improve-
ment on the B-Mobile, as it includes
an updated posture and paint scheme 
to bring out more iridescent colors in 
the body and more red in his head. � e 

Montana Decoy’s cloth-covered, spring-
action decoys make it easy to tote several 
decoys without the extra weight and bulk 
of standard products.

half island Pape's for A Trade  12/3/10  5:05 PM  Page 1
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decoy also includes glass taxidermy 
eyes and a tail that can move from 
full strut to 3/4 strut to laying � at with 
its 90-foot pull line. It’s made of the 
same proprietary formula allowing it 
to be rolled up for transport, but also 
includes a carry bag. � e Mobile Series 
Fan Holder ($10) is compatible with 
these decoys, a plastic plate designed 
to plug real turkey feathers into to cre-
ate a more realistic fan assembly. 

� e Primos turkey lineup also 
includes two jake and two hen options. 
� e Upright Jake ($37) is made of light-
weight and durable rubber material 
made to take abuse and pop right back 
into shape. � e Jake-Mobile ($55) is 
made like the B-Mobile, including 
silk tail fan, but molded smaller to 
better imitate a younger jake turkey. 
She-Mobile ($37) hens were made 
to compliment the company’s gob-
bler decoys, and can be staked as a 
contented bird or put in a submissive 
posture by setting her on the ground. 
Finally, the Swingin’ Hen Decoy ($42) 

is set in a feeding posture and made 
to o� er motion to fool stubborn gob-
blers. � e slightest breeze sets the head 
into motion like those bobble-headed 
� gures people used to set in their car 
windows, providing more realism and 
keeping gobblers from hanging up. 

Whitetail Deer
Whitetail hunters are beginning to 

believe in decoying as a viable avenue 
to success and the industry is pouring 
more R&D into more realistic prod-
ucts that are also more user friendly. 
Like turkey decoys, � ocking and pho-
to-realistic � nishes are making decoys 
more convincing, even up close. Other 
cool features including bobbling heads 
and wagging tails provide more life 
and convincing realism that helps 
put suspicious deer at ease. � e big-
gest advancements might be a higher 
degree of portability, making it more 
likely a hunter won’t leave a decoy 
behind to avoid hassle. 

360 Hunting
www.360hunting.com 

� e Four Headed Whitetail Deer 
Decoy ($65) from 360 Hunting is quite 
unique, quite literally including four 
heads so that no matter what angle 
deer approach it from they see a full-
pro� le of a quartering-away, feeding 
doe. � e decoy is printed on light-
weight synthetic ply-board so that it 
packs � at for easy transport and so it 
resists weather and fading. � e “X” 

The guys at Primos are serious about their turkey 
hunting, so the company’s line of turkey decoys is 
one of the most extensive and realistic in the entire 
industry. One of the biggest improvements in tur-
key decoys today are better stake systems like this 
one from Primos which allows for sure deployment 
in frozen or hard ground.

Primos Hunting’s new Fan Holder allows turkey 
hunters to use real turkey feathers on their decoys, 
adding realism and gobbler-luring appeal.

Primos Hunting’s new Fan Holder allows turkey 

Smokey Hill Hunting Products founder Garrett Roe has bowhunted for over 20 
years, and one of his biggest thrills was taking this buck in open country with the 
aid of the Heads Up Whitetail Buck Decoy he designed. A link from the company’s 
website at www.headsupdecoy.com lets you watch the buck come in to investi-
gate the decoy, while the hunter, holding the decoy, is kneeling in a � eld of stub-
ble. “This decoy is not for the faint of heart,” the designer said. “A handheld decoy 
by design, the whitetail buck decoy is a cloth silhouette decoy with detachable 
� exible foam antlers that are extremely durable and fasten securely to the decoy. 
We made it big so you can kill big bucks. Little buck decoys may decoy in bucks, 
but they don’t threaten the big boys. In the heat of the rut, this decoy will threaten 
and challenge the dominant buck.” The decoy can be staked to the ground using 
an accessory stand. For safety reasons, use during gun season is not recommend-
ed. Reach the manufacturer in  Kansas by calling (785) 650-4038.

The 360 Hunting Four Headed Whitetail 
Doe Decoy is made to be self standing and 
highly visible no matter which direction it 
is viewed from.
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con� guration after quick assembly also 
makes the decoy free standing, mean-
ing it needs no stakes or poles to posi-
tion. 

Carry-Lite
Like the HD turkey from Carry-

Lite, the company’s newest deer decoys 
have received an added boost in real-
ism thanks to high-de� nition imag-
ery applied as a “heat-shrink” skin. 
Carry-Lite’s EZ-Buck HD ($200) fea-
tures this extremely realistic skin made 
of a customized material, which con-
forms to the accurate contours of the 
decoy’s body. � e HD skin is designed 
to eliminate re� ection, enhance the 
colors only nature could create and 
not fade with time. Removable antlers 
convert the deer from a doe to buck, 
as your customer wishes. � e EZ-Buck 
also includes a realistic tail that moves 
naturally in the wind for added real-
ism, and it includes stakes to assure the 
decoy stays in place in brutal weather. 
All detachable parts (head, antlers and 

legs) � t inside the body cavity 
during storage and transporta-
tion with the included carry bag 
making transport easier. � e 
entire decoy is made with a light-
er, quieter, more realistic mate-
rial. � e original EZ-Buck ($150) 
is also available, its swiveling, 
attached legs making it incred-
ibly easy to move and set up. � is 
decoy, too, has bene� tted from 
Carry-Lite’s new lightweight, 
sound-dampening material.

HS by Delta 
� e new HS by Delta Bully 

Buck Deer Decoy is economi-
cally priced ($100), easy to set 
up and store and comes with a 
blaze-orange carrying bag to get 
it into the � eld safely. It’s been 
� eld proven by Hunters Specialties pro 
sta�  and HS Primetime outdoor televi-
sion personalities. It includes plastic 
antler inserts to ensure easy use of the 
antlers when needed, or it can be used 
without to simulate a doe. � e Bully 
Buck’s subdominant size and posture 
does the trick in � ring up big bucks. 
Removable plastic ears can be placed 
in at-ease, alert or aggressive positions. 
� is entire decoy is made of ultra-light, 
sound-dampening and quiet polyure-
thane foam. Removable legs allow easy 
setup and takedown and it comes with 
two steel stakes that won’t bend in fro-
zen ground. 

Edge by Expedite 
Edge’s Renzo’s decoys are just the 

ticket for backwoods bowhunters or 
those who want to a� ordably deploy 
multiple decoys. � ese � at, weather-
proof and lightweight decoys are easy 
to carry and deploy by either hanging 

them from overhead branches or stak-
ing them to be free standing, available 
in Renzo’s Feeder Doe and Renzo’s 
Buck Decoys.

Flambeau
Flambeau is a proven player in the 

arena of whitetail decoying, o� ering 
some of the very � rst full-body deer 
decoys in the industry. � is lineup has 
expanded to � ve models; all included 
in the new Master Series, including 
more realistic sculpturing and paint 
schemes, two of these wearing cut-
ting-edge � ocking. Doe decoys are 
o� ered in Master Series Flocked Boss 
Babe, Grazing Doe ($169) and Boss 
Babe ($180). Buck’s are represented by 
two Boss Buck options, one with (Boss 
Buck, $340) and one without ($231) 
� ocking. 

� e Flocked series decoys, in par-
ticular, are so life-like in appearance 
even the passing hunter will have a 
di�  cult time telling them from the real 

without to simulate a doe. � e Bully 
Buck’s subdominant size and posture 
does the trick in � ring up big bucks. 
Removable plastic ears can be placed 
in at-ease, alert or aggressive positions. 
� is entire decoy is made of ultra-light, 
sound-dampening and quiet polyure-
thane foam. Removable legs allow easy 
setup and takedown and it comes with 
two steel stakes that won’t bend in fro-
zen ground. 

ticket for backwoods bowhunters or 
those who want to a� ordably deploy 
multiple decoys. � ese � at, weather-Delta’s Bully Buck is a realistic but eco-

nomical choice for whitetail hunters on a 
budget, with an MSRP of around $100.

The all-new Carry-Lite EZ-Buck HD includes 
photo-realistic “skin” conforming to the realistic 
hard-body decoys to make them appear more true 
to life.

Carry-Lite’s 
original 
EZ-Buck 
whitetail 
decoy 
includes fold-
ing legs, plug-
in antlers 
and a new 
dampening 
material in 
the body to 
make it hunt-
er friendly.
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thing, while also making them qui-
eter during transport and deployment. 
� ese decoys look so real Flambeau is 
encouraging hunters to be extremely 
cautious while positioning them, as fel-
low hunters may easily be fooled into 
� ring upon them. Flambeau’s original 
model started with a championship-
quality carving and a perfect paint job, 
bringing hunters success across North 
America, � ocking only stepping up 
realism a notch. Features remain the 
same otherwise, including the cap-lock 
leg attachment system. 

Montana Decoy
Like the turkey decoys already 

mentioned, Montana decoy’s whitetail 
deer options are constructed of dura-
ble polyester fabric printed with photo-
realistic images on both sides, and a 
spring steel band used to keep the body 
erect. To support the decoy � berglass 
poles with step stakes are used. � ey are 
o� ered in Whitetail Buck (with small 
antlers, $80), Whitetail “Dreamy” Doe 
($70) and newer Whitetail Playmate 
(feeding doe, $70). When folded, these 
decoys are approximately 2 inches 

thick and 16 inches in diameter, mak-
ing them easy to tote into the � eld. 

� e new Playmate takes advantage 
of the single most e� ective pose avail-
able for big game decoys, according 
to company owner Jerry McPherson, 
the feeding position. Combined with 
all-new HD photography the Playmate 
decoy works during all phases of the 
rut and throughout the entire hunting 
season as a con� dence decoy, standing 
23x41 inches and weighing a mere 25 
ounces.

Primos Hunting Calls
� e same thoughtful designs that 

make Primos turkey decoys standouts 
also transforms the company’s white-
tail decoys. Primo’s SCAR ($185) white-
tail decoy is unique, creating eye-grab-
bing motion and realism through bob-
bling head and tail that move naturally 
on the slightest breeze. All of SCAR’s 
components – head, ears, antlers and 
legs – � t inside the soft body cavity, 
making it easier to carry and cutting
down on unwanted noise while set-
ting up. Primo’s Harry ($270) white-
tail decoy takes a SCAR decoy and 
kicks it up a notch, adding a realistic 
synthetic hide so it looks like it came 
straight from the taxidermist. When 
you combine this level of realism with 
a head and tail that move on the slight-
est breeze, deer can’t resist coming in 
to investigate. Both decoys come com-
plete with sturdy stake and carry bag. 

thick and 16 inches in diameter, mak-
ing them easy to tote into the � eld. 

of the single most e� ective pose avail-
able for big game decoys, according 
to company owner Jerry McPherson, 
the feeding position. Combined with 
all-new HD photography the Playmate 
decoy works during all phases of the 
rut and throughout the entire hunting 
season as a con� dence decoy, standing 
23x41 inches and weighing a mere 25 
ounces.

make Primos turkey decoys standouts 
also transforms the company’s white-
tail decoys. Primo’s SCAR ($185) white-
tail decoy is unique, creating eye-grab-
bing motion and realism through bob-

The Playmate whitetail decoy from 
Montana Decoy is perfect to put deer at 
ease as a con� dence decoy or during the 
rut to attract randy bucks.

Flambeau is one of the oldest and most trusted names in decoys and the company's 
deer decoys are some of the most respected in the business.
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Tink’s
www.tinks69.com

Tink’s Miss November In� atable 
Deer Decoy was made to create big 
results in a smaller, lighter carrying 
package, especially in remote stand 
sites requiring a hike. Miss November 

utilizes a high-de� nition printing tech-
nology skin stretched over a heavy-
gauge rubber liner to provide a real-
istic look and soft texture that feels 
real and is irresistible to those love-
sick bucks. To add still more realism 
the decoy wears a super-light tail that 

moves on the slightest breeze. 
� e 2-pound in� atable decoy 
is compact enough to be easily 
stashed in a daypack, its over-
sized air valve making it nearly 
e� ortless to in� ate once custom-
ers reach their stand site. It can 
be set standing or bedded. � is 
system eliminates the hassle of 
noisy, molded plastic or foam 
decoys that can prove cumber-
some to pack into remote honey 
holes. � e lightweight, compact 
size also makes it easy to pack 
for � ights to distant bowhunting 
adventures. � e system includes 
doe decoy, four metal stakes, two 
Tink’s Stretch Wicks and a decoy 
placement instruction sheet; all 
at an a� ordable price. � e decoy 

is also o� ered in a Mr. October version 
wearing antlers but otherwise display-
ing the same features and construction. 

Other Big Game
If the di�  culty in drawing the very 

best elk tags is any indication, I would 
say that bowhunters are traveling more 
widely in search of new bowhunting 
challenges today. While whitetail will 
always be king due to inherent avail-
ability, more bowhunters than ever 
are trying their hands at elk, moose, 
mule deer, and even caribou hunting. 
Decoys keep your customers covered 
no matter what the species. Even when 
your store is situated in the East, letting 
customers know exotic species decoys 
can be special ordered can often lead to 
additional sales of big-game decoys to 
the adventurous. In regards to regional 
availability of certain species, decoys 
for western and northern game can 
add a new and fascinating dimension 
to the big-game bowhunt.

The Cow Elk Decoy from Heads Up Decoy 
shows only the head and neck, which is 
just what you often see of an elk in heavy 
cover. Printed on cloth, it’s held erect by 
a � exible frame that also allows it to fold 
down for storage and transport. Garrett 
Roe, the founder of Smokey Hill Hunting 
Products designed the decoy after many 
years of observing game animals in their 
natural habitat. “Particularly on the 
ground, when hunting or scouting, how 
many times have you spotted only pieces 
of the animal through cover? The cover 
could be tall grass, agricultural crops, dark 
heavy timber, or woody thickets. Just as 
hunters do, animals will catch the same 
glimpses of animals moving through their 
habitat, except they are better at it. This is 
the basis behind the Heads Up Decoy con-
cept. I designed this decoy to be so com-
pact and so lightweight and so realistic 
there would be no excuse to leave it in the 
truck or at base camp.”

moves on the slightest breeze. 
� e 2-pound in� atable decoy 
is compact enough to be easily 
stashed in a daypack, its over-
sized air valve making it nearly 
e� ortless to in� ate once custom-
ers reach their stand site. It can 
be set standing or bedded. � is 
system eliminates the hassle of 
noisy, molded plastic or foam 
decoys that can prove cumber-
some to pack into remote honey 
holes. � e lightweight, compact 
size also makes it easy to pack 
for � ights to distant bowhunting 
adventures. � e system includes 
doe decoy, four metal stakes, two 
Tink’s Stretch Wicks and a decoy 

shows only the head and neck, which is 
just what you often see of an elk in heavy 
cover. Printed on cloth, it’s held erect by 
a � exible frame that also allows it to fold 
down for storage and transport. Garrett 
Roe, the founder of Smokey Hill Hunting 
Products designed the decoy after many 
years of observing game animals in their 
natural habitat. “Particularly on the 
ground, when hunting or scouting, how 
many times have you spotted only pieces 
of the animal through cover? The cover 
could be tall grass, agricultural crops, dark 
heavy timber, or woody thickets. Just as 
hunters do, animals will catch the same 
glimpses of animals moving through their 
habitat, except they are better at it. This is 

Primos whitetail decoys feature the added appeal 
of a moving head and tail which are activated by 
the slightest breeze to bring the decoy to life.

Tink’s, makers of quality deer scents, o� ers Mr. October and Miss November. These are 
realistic and super-portable in� atable buck and doe decoys for bowhunters who hunt 
out-of-the-way stand sites.
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Pronghorn Antelope 
� ese are two of the choices for 

pronghorn hunters; Carry-Lite’s full-
body and Montana Decoy’s spring-
action cloth decoys. Carry-Lite’s 
EZ-Goat Antelope Decoy ($150) is a 
one-of-a-kind, full-body deke posed 
in the alert position and wearing real-
istic horns. It is perfect as a water-
hole con� dence decoy or when rut 
hunting on private land from a truck. 
� e lightweight polyethylene construc-
tion makes it easy to carry and deploy, 
exhibits sound-dampening qualities 
to assure bowhunting stealth, and its 
attached legs fold for easy setup and 
transit. It comes with its own special 
carrying bag. Montana’s options are 
just the ticket for run-n-gun hunting 
on vast public lands where customers 
must cover some ground to get away 
from competition, their light weight 
and compact storage making it easy 
to tote a pair of decoys in a day pack 
or even a fanny pack. � ey are o� ered 
in Antelope Buck (alert, $80) or Doe 
(feeding, $45) options.

Elk
Owner Jerry McPherson started 

thinking in terms of a lightweight, pack-
able elk decoy after becoming frustrat-
ed with elk-hunting e� orts while call-
ing. Options include the original Elk I 
(broadside cow, $100), Elk III (facing 
cow, $100) and new “Miss September” 
(feeding cow, $100). Ultra realistic HD 
photography and simple twist and 

stake set up make these decoys wel-
come in any setting from private lands 
to true wilderness. Miss September, as 
the newest example, stands 41 inches 
tall and weighs 42 ounces.

Montana Decoy’s Other Options
� e Mule Deer ($60) represents a 

feeding muley doe, a welcome addition 
during late-season rut dates found in 
several Southwest states, or as a con� -
dence decoy while hunting over water. 
Montana’s 34x48-inch Caribou ($80) 
would add an interesting facet to any 
caribou hunt, their compact size mean-
ing they take up little luggage space 
while traveling north. I know from expe-
rience these decoys would have been 
welcomed on some Newfoundland, 
Quebec and Alaska bowhunts, during 
rut dates (Newfoundland in particular) 

when bulls are especially curious. Or 
simply to use as a stalking horse during 
migration hunts in open arctic environ-
ments. Finally, Montana o� ers a 40x42-
inch Cow Moose ($100) decoy, the per-
fect accessory while calling moose any-
where – which is the primary mode of 
operation anywhere when moose and 
bowhunting mix. 

Predators 
Bowhunting has become a year-

round sport for many, with predator 
hunting playing right into this new 
mindset. It provides exciting and read-
ily-available opportunities (more so 
every year in many locations as coy-
otes expand their range) during the 

The Carry-Lite EZ-Antelope decoy is one of the few 
pronghorn options in the industry and the only hard-
bodied speed goat decoy currently available.

One of two options available in 
cloth pronghorn decoys, Montana 
Decoy's Antelope decoy is realistic, 
lightweight and easy to pack.

Montana Decoy currently is one of 
the rare � rms o� ering elk decoys.
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so-called o�  season. Coyotes, foxes and 
bobcats can prove some of the most 
wary of all game animals, hunting the 
hunter and o� ering real challenge any-
where they are found. Decoys give the 
bowhunter, in particular, a real edge, 
bringing target animals closer, distract-
ing them once in range to make getting 
o�  a clean shot undetected easier. It’s a 
great way to keep shooting and hunting 
skills sharp, cut down on game depre-
dation and add unique and beautiful 
prizes to the trophy room. � ere are 
only four sources for predator-calling 
decoys but the options are quite exten-
sive, Edge by Expedite, Flambeau, 
Primos and Montana Decoy are the 
companies to remember. 

Edge has been heavily involved 
in the varmint-hunting end of the 
business for quite some time, o� er-
ing not only a wide array of motion 

decoys but also use-
ful con� dence decoys. 
Edge motion decoys are 
battery operated (AA), 
many producing atten-
tion-grabbing squeaks 
and squawks of their 
own, quivering critters 
made to bring to mind 
the wounded small 
game that has brought 
varmints on the run ini-
tially. � ese include the 
Quiver Critter Combo 
Pack (Quiver Critter 
Decoy, white win-
ter cover, stake and Field Base), Hare 
Brawl Screamer (faux-fur rabbit body, 
motion system, sand � ll-able ground 
base, and realistic cottontail and jack-
rabbit sound), Quiver Critter (Furry 
rabbit design with quivering motion 
and stake base), Quiver Critter Winter 
Cover (white snowshoe hare) 
and All Call (Quiver Critter 
decoy with 25-foot speaker 
connection that plugs into 
any electronic caller) as prime 
examples. Such options pro-
vide the � nishing touches for 
approaching varmints, giving 
them visual con� rmation to 
turn curiosity into greed.

Other useful decoys for 
the predator caller include 
the Yote’ Coyote Decoy, a 
full-bodied, molded-rubber 
coyote deployed on a stake 
system creating competition 
for arriving coyotes, spotted 
Fawn Decoy for use in moun-
tain or woodland areas where 
deer outnumber rabbits (a 
great option for thinning 
spring coyotes) and Foxxy 
Fox Decoy, depicting a full-
bodied red fox more common 
to the East. 

Flambeau’s Rigor Rabbit 
(with square ground base) 
and Predator Rabbit (with 
stake anchoring) also pro-
vide motion decoy action in 
a basic rabbit form. Flambeau 
also o� ers the Foam Fawn, 
a Feather Flex design made 
of lightweight foam for carry-
ing ease when on the move, 
and the Master Series Flocked 

Lone Howler and Master Series Lone 
Howler (un-� ocked) full-body, free-
standing coyotes – the only hard-
bodied coyote dekes in the business. 
Montana also got into the predator-
calling game with Miss Hopper ($20) 
cottontail, Fawnzy ($45) spotted deer 

Predator hunting is becoming the next big thing.
Primos’ line of motion predator decoys is designed to 
bring varmints closer and distract them while bow-
hunters draw their bows.

Edge's Quiver Critter incorporates quiv-
ering motion with sounds of distress to 
entice predators to approach.

The Yote Coyote by Edge puts coyotes at 
ease as they consider approaching.

decoys but also use-
ful con� dence decoys. 
Edge motion decoys are 
battery operated (AA), 
many producing atten-
tion-grabbing squeaks 
and squawks of their 
own, quivering critters 
made to bring to mind 
the wounded small 
game that has brought 
varmints on the run ini-
tially. � ese include the 
Quiver Critter Combo 
Pack (Quiver Critter 
Decoy, white win-
ter cover, stake and Field Base), Hare 
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(with square ground base) 
and Predator Rabbit (with 
stake anchoring) also pro-
vide motion decoy action in 
a basic rabbit form. Flambeau 
also o� ers the Foam Fawn, 
a Feather Flex design made 
of lightweight foam for carry-
ing ease when on the move, 
and the Master Series Flocked 

PHOTO ABOVE LEFT: The Lone Howler coyote decoy from 
Flambeau is possibly the only full, hard-body predator decoy 
in the industry. 

PHOTO ABOVE RIGHT: By adding motion to predator-
calling e� orts bowhunters are sure to get closer shots, 
Flambeau’s Rigor Rabbit is a great choice in this category.
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fawn and Coyote Decoy ($70), using 
the same spring-action, cloth-covered 
design of other decoys from the com-
pany. 

Being � rst and foremost a game-
call manufacturer, it’s no surprise to 
� nd Primos Hunting has gotten into 
the predator decoying action in a big 
way. Primos o� ers four furry-prey 
options in 2011, all with AA battery-
powered motion to grab a varmint’s 
attention and reel him in for a close 
shot. � e Sit’N Spin Crazy Critter ($35) 
o� ers stop and go erratic 360-degree 
motion, realistic fur decoy and adjust-
able speed to mimic a wounded rodent 
or bird. � ey pack into a compact pack-
age while traveling, set up in seconds 
and run on four AA batteries. � e Wooly 
Bully ($40) is designed to work in rough 
or vegetated terrain, a wobbling fur ball 
motion critter that jolts, hops and errat-
ically wobbles while set on a hanging 
stake system that can be adjusted up 
to 36 inches high for better visibility. It 
includes three speed options and oper-
ates on two AA batteries. � e Frantic 
Fawn ($60), a spotted deer fawn decoy, 
is perfect for spring or summer hunts 
in areas with an abundance of deer. It 
includes an ultra-realistic photo-print 
� nish, three-speed adjustability, can 
be de� ated for easy toting and runs on 
only two AA batteries. � e Wobblin’ 

Whabbit ($40) is similar but 
appears in familiar rabbit 
form, including lifelike rabbit, 
� exible wire legs and ears to 
adjust to the desired e� ect, 
three motion speeds and 
dual AA battery power. Such 
motion decoy models make 
the perfect in-store displays, 
grabbing attention to bring 
quick attention to your stock 
of bowhunting decoys.

Like mechanical broad-
heads of old, pop-up blinds 
that followed – just for easy 
examples – decoys are quick-
ly gaining acceptance within 
the bowhunting community 
after initial suspicions. Where 
once you might have had to 
sell the idea of decoys in con-
junction with bowhunting, 
more likely today customers 
will arrive seeking them out. 
It’s still wise to be ready with 
a reasoned sales pitch and 

sound advice on how to get the most 
from big-game, turkey or predator 
decoys, gently coaxing additional sales, 
or simply assuring customers will enjoy 

the intended bene� ts of this relatively 
new and exciting mode of bringing ani-
mals closer for assured shooting. Like 
calls and scents, properly-deployed 
decoys can help the bowhunter � nd 
more success under the right circum-
stances – experiences that ultimately 
translate into satis� ed customers and 
continued trust and business.

Primos’ new line of predator decoys 
includes a motorized Decoy Heart to 
impart attention-grabbing motion and 
bring greedy varmints on the run.

Primos’ new line of predator decoys 

Whabbit ($40) is similar but 
appears in familiar rabbit 
form, including lifelike rabbit, 
� exible wire legs and ears to 
adjust to the desired e� ect, 
three motion speeds and 
dual AA battery power. Such 
motion decoy models make 
the perfect in-store displays, 
grabbing attention to bring 
quick attention to your stock 
of bowhunting decoys.

heads of old, pop-up blinds 
that followed – just for easy 
examples – decoys are quick-
ly gaining acceptance within 
the bowhunting community 
after initial suspicions. Where 
once you might have had to 
sell the idea of decoys in con-
junction with bowhunting, 
more likely today customers In areas where whitetail fawn depredation is high the 

bowhunter can put the Primos Frantic Fawn to good 
use thinning harmful predators.
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